OILWIND BAITING SYSTEM
Baiting system for bent hooks no10 or no11

TYPE 27-03

- The bait is hooked, as the line runs out into the sea at a speed of 5-8 knots. The bait is lead through a

narrowing, where the hooks penetrate the center of the bait.
- The type of bait used so far is common northern buccinum, Iceland-cyprina, squid, mackerel and
(sauri). These are the
types tested on the system but other types of bait can be used.
- For safety purposes the hooks are lead through the system from the magazine and over the stern
without handling.
- The line is never in contact with the bait and is therefore always clean of bait.
- The unit suited for vessels from 26 to 56 feet (8 to 17 meters).
hout

Type: 27-03

Min. water flow: ..
Setting speed:........

30 liters/min.
5-8 knots

Weight: ........................... 50 kg
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OILWIND Longlinesystem
Coiler-Sideroller-Washer-Stripper-Racking

TYPE 07-17

- The unit is hydraulic driven, and the sheaves are mounted directly on the hydraulic motor.
- All parts are made of stainless steel and plastic.
- The winch is equipped with two rotating brushes that keep the hooks and line in a clean
condition.
- The winch is also equipped with a stripper, coiler and a racking system, that makes sure, the
hooks are properly stored into the magazines.
- Operating the system is easy, and maintenance is very low.

Data:
Type: 07-17
Pull/Speed on sheaves: ..
Hydraulic pressure: .........
Hydraulic flow: .................
Water required:................

250kg / 94 m. per min.
134 bar
25 liter per min.
30 liter per min.

Weight: .........................

approx. 109kg
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